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Mark Weber
Canyon Majesty
Oil
32 x 48 inches
FROM THE COLLECTION OF BARBARA AND BILL BERKLEY
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A S I T I S   by J o s h u a R o s e

ROBERT DALEGOWSKI
1948–2018
WHEN THEODORE ROOSEVELT VISITED THE GRAND CANYON

The artwork accompanying the Foreword is by Robert Dalegowski. Robert,

in 1908 and made his historic “keep it as it is” speech from the

a Flagstaff native, had participated in the Grand Canyon Celebration of Art since 2011.

balcony of the Bright Angel Lodge, the President made some

Throughout his life, inspired by his love of the canyon, he explored and painted some of its remote

other comments that aren’t quoted as much as this more famous

places, using whatever water was available to create his magical watercolors. He loved going to

line. And these other words, delivered just seconds before his

Indian Garden during Celebration of Art and sharing his vision and knowledge with hikers

oft-quoted remarks, actually relate directly to artists and the role
they play, especially when it comes to painting such a place as the
Grand Canyon of Arizona.
In what was mainly an impromptu speech written on the train
from Williams the night before, Roosevelt stated, “I shall not attempt
to describe it, because I cannot. I could not choose words that would
convey or that could convey to any outside what that canyon is.”

Robert
Dalegowski
Touching
Peace
Watercolor
24 x 18
inches

To me, this is such an important declaration and absolutely

who happened upon him. He will be missed by all that knew him, yet his kind
and gentle spirit and unique perspective will live on in his artwork.

MARK CHRISTOPHER WEBER
1949 –2017

essential to the role that visual artists play in our world. As we know,

understood. An image that in one look, one moment, calls forth our

art is a visual medium. I can’t begin to recall the amount of times

feelings about such a place immediately in a way that resonates

when I interviewed an artist and when asked to discuss their work

deeply within us. And does so simply. How? By depicting the

they said something very similar to what Roosevelt said over one

afternoon shadows as they delicately play inside the crevices and

and Caravaggio, he developed an eye for the essence, the awesome, and the truth. Over

hundred years ago. So many artists over the years have told me,

cliffs of the canyon. By depicting the evening light as it quietly

the past 30 years, he became known as a premier painter of the Grand Canyon. He was

“. . . if I could put it into words I would be a writer and not a painter.”
You see, this is why we need artists, especially painters. We
need them to interpret our feelings for us when it comes to places

descends over the western rim. Or the same light as it rises

invited to participate in the first Grand Canyon Celebration of Art in 2009 and again

eastward in the morning hours. By depicting the canyon walls as

in 2011 and 2017. Mark won numerous awards throughout his career, and his

they turn to bright orange for a brief second when the afternoon

work was shown in galleries across the United States. He will be missed.

so vast and sublime as the Grand Canyon. We need them to

sun hits them just right. By showing us not the immensity of such

respond emotionally to such places in ways that only the visual arts

a place but the subtle and intricate moments of beauty existing

can. Not in a paragraph or two, or even pages or even chapters

within this large expanse. The details that remind us of just how

describing the beauty of such a place in a common language, but

beautiful this world is that we are surrounded by every single day

rather in one image, a single mix of pigment and oil on canvas

of our lives. The beauty that is found in these moments. The beauty

that doesn’t need to be interpreted or translated or read to be

that reminds us once again of the joys of being human.
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The cover artwork of this year’s catalog is by Mark Weber. Mark was a master artist
whose style and technique can be compared to the Old Masters. Inspired by Vermeer
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A B O U T G R A N D C A N Y O N A S S O C I AT I O N

Grand Canyon Association supporters help preserve
and protect Grand Canyon by:

TERRI ATTRIDGE

GRAND CANYON ASSOCIATION

WAYNE PINKSTON

Supporting Science, Discovery,
and Exploration

TERRI ATTRIDGE

BRIAN STRUBLE PHOTOGRAPHIC/NPS

Protecting Dark Skies

Celebrating Cultural Heritage
2

Restoring Trails

is the official nonprofit partner
of Grand Canyon National Park,
raising private funds, operating
retail shops within the park,
and providing premier guided
educational programs about
the natural and cultural history
of the region. Our supporters
fund projects including trails
and historic building
preservation, educational
programs for the public, and
the protection of wildlife and
their natural habitat. Grand
Canyon Association inspires
people to protect and enhance
Grand Canyon National Park
for present and future
generations.
The board of directors
and staff of Grand Canyon
Association wish to express
deep appreciation to our
generous sponsors, art patrons,
National Park Service staff, and
of course, the talented and
dedicated artists who make
Celebration of Art possible.
You can help by becoming
a supporter today! Join at
grandcanyon.org, at any
Grand Canyon Association
park store, or by calling (800)
858-2808. If you are already
a supporter — thank you!

SUZIE BAKER
SHENANDOAH, TEXAS

A recent trip to the canyon
was my second and my
son’s first. The thing about
seeing the canyon for the
first time is . . . it happens in a
moment. It’s not there, then
it is. The canyon sneaks up
on you, surprising you with
its immenseness, and its

deepness and wideness, and
its My! and Oh!-ness. David
hiked Bright Angel and I
painted. I have two of the
best jobs in the world: I am
a painter and the mom of a
fine, young man who loves to
hear the sound of the earth
beneath his feet. I am blessed!

Canyon Color
Oil
32 x 40 inches
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JOSHUA BEEN
SALIDA, COLORADO
From either rim, the Grand
Canyon is nothing less than
amazing, but experiencing
the profound deep time when
adventuring within has been
life-changing for me. This year,
the 10-year anniversary of
Grand Canyon Association’s
Celebration of Art, and my
10th year participating, I
intend to hike from the
North Rim to the South Rim,
carrying a tiny travel easel
and many small panels in
order to share the experience
with those that wish to see
those inner canyon views as
depicted by an adoring fan—
yours truly! This body of work
will be displayed in a polyptich
frame with a centerpiece as
seen here.
Rim to Rim
Oil
36 x 24 inches
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ELIZABETH
BLACK
BOULDER, COLORADO
Redwall Cavern, like other
popular stops on a river trip,
supports a resident raven
family who both harass and
entertain river-runners. Ravens
supplement their diet of
insects, rodents, and lizards
with human food and bars
of soap (their favorite). They
unzip backpack pockets
to steal goodies and carry
entire sandwiches away in
their beaks. Highly intelligent
and loyal, they hold grudges
against people who have hurt
them, use tools to obtain food,
and remember locations of
their many food caches for
months. Watch for teenaged
raven gangs playing on
thermals along the canyon rim,
challenging each other with
amazing acrobatic feats.
Rowdy Redwall Ravens
Oil
30 x 30 inches
5

AMERY
BOHLING
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA

6

This painting originated from
my time at 2017’s Celebration
of Art event. It was one of
those afternoons when the
rain had pushed its way north
and the sun started to shine
through the clouds. It left

the landscape in shades of
terracotta and faded blues.
There is something wonderful
about the canyon during and
after a storm that is irresistible
to artists. It is the most
beautiful place in the world.

Monsoon Canyon
Oil
30 x 40 inches

LYN BOYER
DURANGO, COLORADO

The persistence of the
ages. The uplift of the great
Colorado Plateau. The turning
of the Earth on its axis
bringing dawn after dawn.
With infinite patience over
the arc of time, water moved
earth and rock to carve this
wonder. Sitting on its rim,

absorbing its quiet, the rush
of time begins to move in
slow motion and I become
very small. When I become
small, problems too become
small and are swallowed up by
the vast miracle of the Grand
Canyon.

Continuance
Oil
24 x 44 inches
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JOHN D. COGAN
FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO
The Grand Canyon is not only
about geology and the Colorado
River, it is also about the
atmosphere and its weather. Even
on a perfectly clear day, the sky
sneaks down into the canyon,
causing the far walls to turn lighter
and bluer. As the sun rises or
sets, its enflamed disk paints the
temples and buttes multi-shades
of orange and red. And when the
storms come, the rains sink below
the horizon and the shadows
of clouds float over the land,
enveloping the canyon in mist and
mystery.
Shadow and Showers
Acrylic
48 x 36 inches

MICHELLE
CONDRAT
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

8

I wanted to capture that
moment when you are sitting
on the edge of the canyon and
you are looking out across a
sea of rock. You feel the day
coming to an end and the
canyon is almost ready to sleep.

Just as the day is coming to
a close, the sun touches the
rocky peaks for the last time,
kissing it with its warm glow,
as if to say, “Goodnight and
sweet dreams, for tomorrow is
another big day.”

The Canyon’s Lullaby
Oil
24 x 40 inches
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ROBERT
DALEGOWSKI
FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA

BILL CRAMER
PRESCOTT, ARIZONA

10

Few features connect the
South Rim and the middle
reaches of the Grand
Canyon as dramatically as
the meandering ridgeline
that drops below Hopi Point.
Sunset lights the ridge on
fire all the way down to Dana
Butte with its unique shape
resting on the Tonto Platform.

Complex and precariously
thin in places, this ridge would
make for one epic descent!
More distant ridgelines and
familiar temples also dance
in the fading light. Beneath
it all lies the mysterious dark
labyrinth of the Inner Gorge.
A joy to see and paint. The
canyon never disappoints!

Illumination
Oil
36 x 48 inches

Deep below the rim, in the
bottom of the Grand Canyon
(soon to be an International Dark
Sky Park), the horizon sky glow
is obscured by soaring walls,
the silence is broken by the
muffled roar of Deer Creek Falls
at Colorado River Mile 136.5, as
magical starlight reflects from
the dark river surface. Grand
Canyon is one of the best places
to observe the primordial starfilled night sky and luminous
cascade of our galaxy, the
legendary Milky Way. This is the
sky seen by our ancestors, with
thousands of stars inspiring
the art, science, and religion of
civilizations since the dawn of
mankind.
River of Stars
Watercolor
24 x 18 inches
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CODY DeLONG
COTTONWOOD, ARIZONA
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This view is just down-river
from the boat ramp at Lee’s
Ferry, where all rafting trips
through the Grand Canyon
begin. It’s one of the few places
where you can drive right down
to the river. This is also one of
the few places inside the park

boundaries where there are a
few deciduous trees that get
some fall color. Lee’s Ferry
holds a special place in my
heart, as it’s been the starting
point for so many rafting trips
for me over the years, and so
many new friendships too.

Fall Color Near Lee’s Ferry
Oil
30 x 40 inches

ROBERT
GOLDMAN
PRESCOTT, ARIZONA

Sunset’s Repose captures the
special color and atmosphere
that is unique to the Grand
Canyon, especially when
the afternoon light is filtered
through scattered clouds. The

rising moon adds magic and
mystery to the scene. This
particular view is from Yaki
Point, and depicts the vast
scale, depth, and distance of
the canyon.

Sunset’s Repose
Oil
24 x 48 inches
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BRUCE A.
GÓMEZ
DENVER, COLORADO
In one of those rare moments
when the canyon is doused
with heavy rain, the ensuing
fog rolled up silently and rose
into seven crows with startling
speed, and the updrafts took
the fog away in a matter of
minutes. I was blessed enough
to be at the right place and at
the right time.
El Cañon, La Bruma
Pastel
30 x 22 inches

LINDA GLOVER
GOOCH
MESA, ARIZONA

14

The interactions between
clouds and the Grand Canyon
has become a fascination
to me. Mesmerized by the
shadows that dance across
the canyon, I find one can get
lost in time. The rich colors of
the walls are complemented
by the cool hues that appear

as the weight of a cloud looms
above. Being able to share my
love of the land with collectors
and viewers is truly a blessing
and a privilege. My intentions
are to get the feeling of what
I see, not an exact copy of it,
but an impression of the big
picture.

Monumental Rising
Oil
24 x 30 inches
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HAI-OU HOU
STEVENSVILLE, MARYLAND

16

This overlook is my favorite
spot in the canyon. I come to
it every time I visit the canyon
and paint it at different times
and different light conditions
throughout the day. I have
made many studies of this
place and I painted the studio

piece based on six or eight of
them. But I found it difficult to
do because I struggled with
keeping it from becoming too
detailed, keeping the focus
on shape and light and the
freshness of the studies.

Overlook
Oil
18 x 36 inches

MICHAEL
CHESLEY
JOHNSON
CORNVILLE, ARIZONA

There are many points along
the South Rim where one can
catch a glimpse of the Colorado
River deep in the canyon. One
of my favorites, to which I
am drawn repeatedly, is near
Mohave Point. I created this
studio painting from a number
of field paintings I’d made over

the years while perched on
a narrow shelf of rock at the
edge. I wanted to convey the
awesome sense of depth that
I feel whenever I step to that
spot. To help with the sense of
distance, I included a pair of
ravens—my spirit animal, which
represents transformation.

After the Rains
Oil
16 x 24 inches
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JOHN LINTOTT
GRAND JUNCTION,
COLORADO
This particular view from Lipan
Point was attractive to me as
an artist because it had many
elements working in perfect
harmony. I had never attempted a painting this complex
before, and it was truly an
amazing experience to try to
convey the different colorful
layers of the Grand Canyon in
this particular scene. I wanted
to challenge myself with the
aspect of mid-day sun and
the addition of the prescribed
burn on the North Rim that day.
Burn Spectrum
Oil
40 x 40 inches

CALVIN LIANG
CORONA,
CALIFORNIA
18

From this pure, majestic
beauty we don’t need the
story here. A painter’s juices

will flood out just walking
or riding through the Grand
Canyon.

Grand Canyon
Oil
18 x 24 inches
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MICK McGINTY
GILBERT, ARIZONA

20

My main motivation in creating
this piece was to explore
the raking light that hits the
canyon every evening. You
rarely get the light to hit the
objects you want and not the
objects you don’t want, so in

this piece I added the streams
of light to a scene where the
sun had already set. It became
a horizontal design of light
streaming across the scene,
picking up certain shapes and
shadowing others.

Streaming Light
Oil
22 x 28 inches

JAMES
McGREW
LAKE OSWEGO, OREGON

Although probably best known
for its sublime beauty and
outstanding natural wonders,
Grand Canyon National
Park also hosts a rich Native
American cultural history. This
painting depicts Woodvin

Yazzy, a Navajo dancer, on
the eastern edge of the South
Rim. Yazzy has performed
for thousands of park visitors
during public demonstrations
on the stage outside of the
Hopi House.

Canyon Dancer
Oil
20 x 24 inches
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CLYDE “ROSS”
MORGAN
SEDONA, ARIZONA
The California Condor is a
significant part of the history
of the Grand Canyon, from
the prehistoric giant condor
to the extinct-in-the-wild
California Condor which was
brought back by the condor
reintroduction program
of the 1980s. While the
canyon in its immense and
spectacular scenery is almost
impossible to comprehend in
its entirety, the addition of this
magnificent bird with its tenfoot wingspan drifting on the
thermals adds greatly to the
richness of the experience. We
are forever indebted to those
who have saved this bird for
future generations.

MARCIA
MOLNAR
PRESCOTT, ARIZONA

22

My paintings often talk to me.
This is the story it told while I
painted. On a rainy day in the
canyon, two legends came to
test their strength. Buddha sat
strong and silent as Tó Neinilii,

the Navajo rain god, rushed in
dumping buckets of water. As
it turns out, the two are old
friends and to this day you
may hear them laughing in the
distant thunder.

Buddha vs Tó Neinilii
Oil
48 x 48 inches

Looks to Die For
Bronze
12 x 10 x 8 inches
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DAWN SUTHERLAND
FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA
Soaring hazy heights and vertigo descents
Sing to the hearts of those the Canyon
chooses.
“Return to me and find what’s hidden for you
this time.”
Redbuds’ lavender blossoms of spring on
sun-warmed trails,
Scarlet monkey flowers tucked into summer
seeps,
Cottonwood leaves’ polite applause in the
autumn breeze and the hum
of honeybees sporting leggings of
chamisa’s golden pollen,
bellies heavy with nectar.
And rainbow glint of winter sun on ravens’
iridescent wings.

RACHEL PETTIT
TOOELE, UTAH

24

It is fitting that there is a
special viewpoint dedicated to
Thomas Moran, who was one
of the first painters to record
the magnificence of the Grand
Canyon. His paintings served
to influence the creation of our
first national park (Yellowstone).

Artistically, this scene contains
elements that I love to paint.
The sheer, angular shapes,
the contrast of foreground
and distant colors, the sharp
shadows and warm light.
These define the monumental
grandeur of the canyon.

Moran’s Muse
Oil
24 x 36 inches

The Canyon sings a siren song enticing
canyon hearts to sing along.
Heart of the Canyon
Oil
30 x 20 inches
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MICHAEL TRCIC
SEDONA, ARIZONA
I always enjoy returning to
wildlife themes, especially
when the subject is one of the
“great cats.” I am fascinated by
the grace, stealth, beauty, and
coiled power of the cat family.
The Arizona Mountain Lion,
also known as cougar, puma,
and sometimes panther, is the
fourth largest cat in the world
after the tiger, lion, and jaguar.
Visitors to the Grand Canyon
State should take special note
of this fact while they are out
enjoying our many hiking trails.
South Rim Sentinel
Bronze edition of 20
20 x 16 x 6 inches

JIM WODARK
ORANGE, CALIFORNIA

26

I was up early at Yaki Point
and the sun started rising. Just
kissing the faces of several
formations. The contrast of the
glorious bright light against
the deep dark shadows in the
Canyon were irresistible to me!

I took several photos and also
painted a small plein air piece.
Back in my studio I tried to
communicate the incredible
beauty that I witnessed that
morning.

Sun Kissed
Oil
30 x 40 inches
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Thank you to all of the outstanding ar tists who have par ticipated
in Celebration of Ar t at G rand C anyon National Park over the past 10 years!

Bruce Aiken

Linda Glover Gooch

David W. Mayer

Ron Rencher

Mitch Baird
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Mick McGinty
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Suzie Baker

Bruce A. Gómez

James McGrew
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Josh Been

George W. Handrahan

Ed Mell

Dave Santillanes

Shonto Begay

David Haskell

Douglas Miley

Aaron Schuerr

Elizabeth Black

J. Brad Holt

George Molnar

Dan Schultz

Amery Bohling

Hai-Ou Hou

Marcia Molnar

Julia Munger Seelos

Royden Card
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Larry Moore
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William Scott Jennings
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G. Russell Case
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The 10th annual Grand Canyon Celebration of Art
is presented by Grand Canyon Association on behalf of
Grand Canyon National Park, with major support from Arizona Public Service.
We thank all our sponsors for their generous contributions.*
PRESENTING SPONSOR

COCONINO SPONSORS

Teresa Kline
Janet and Ed Sands
VISHNU SPONSORS

Anonymous in honor of Arline Tinus
Loven Contracting
The Picerne Fine Art Collection, Courtesy of Doreen, David, and Danielle Picerne
Tyson Winarski
A special thank you to our media sponsors:
Fine Art Connoisseur, Plein Air Magazine, Sedona Monthly,
Southwest Art, True West Magazine, and Western Art Collector.
*Participating sponsors as of May 1, 2018
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